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Abstract

Prediction of changes in precipitation in upcoming years and decades caused by global climate change associated with the

greenhouse effect, deforestation, and other anthropic perturbations is a practical and scientific problem of high complexity and

consequences. To advance toward this challenge, we look at the daily historical record of all available rain gauges in Colombia

and at the CHIRPS database of daily precipitation fields to estimate the HY-INT index of the intensity of the hydrologic

cycle (missing citation). The index is the product of precipitation intensity and dry spell length. Theoretical reasons indicate

that global warming should lead to increasing trends in either factor or both. Most of the gauges and pixels do not show

a significant trend. Nevertheless, among gauges and pixels with significant trends, the majority (70\%) exhibit a decreasing

trend. The geographic distribution of results does not agree between gauges and CHIRPS. We obtain a majority of increasing

trends among the 10\% of the stations and 13\% of the CHIRPS pixels with a statistically significant trend for total annual

precipitation. This result agrees with previous reports. The sign of the trends for rainfall intensity, number of wet days, the

average and maximum length of wet runs is opposite between the two data sets. A possible explanation is the space coverage

of the two datasets. There are very few rain gauges in the eastern part of the country, and CHIRPS, with total coverage, shows

an East-West dipole in the trends of those variables.
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Abstract8

Prediction of changes in precipitation in upcoming years and decades caused by global9

climate change associated with the greenhouse effect, deforestation, and other anthropic10

perturbations is a practical and scientific problem of high complexity and consequences.11

To advance toward this challenge, we look at the daily historical record of all available12

rain gauges in Colombia and at the CHIRPS database of daily precipitation fields to es-13

timate the HY-INT index of the intensity of the hydrologic cycle (Giorgi et al., 2011).14

The index is the product of precipitation intensity and dry spell length. Theoretical rea-15

sons indicate that global warming should lead to increasing trends in either factor or both.16

Most of the gauges and pixels do not show a significant trend. Nevertheless, among gauges17

and pixels with significant trends, the majority (70%) exhibit a decreasing trend. The18

geographic distribution of results does not agree between gauges and CHIRPS. We ob-19

tain a majority of increasing trends among the 10% of the stations and 13% of the CHIRPS20

pixels with a statistically significant trend for total annual precipitation. This result agrees21

with previous reports. The sign of the trends for rainfall intensity, number of wet days,22

the average and maximum length of wet runs is opposite between the two data sets. A23

possible explanation is the space coverage of the two datasets. There are very few rain24

gauges in the eastern part of the country, and CHIRPS, with total coverage, shows an25

East-West dipole in the trends of those variables.26

1 Introduction27

Predicting the effect of climate change on Colombia’s hydrology, specifically pre-28

cipitation, is not a small matter. To illustrate, only in the electricity sector recent stud-29

ies for the Colombian Mining and Energy Planning Unit Maćıas and Andrade (2014) es-30

timate that the impacts of the decrease in precipitation imply an increase in annual in-31

vestment of US$ 290 million per year for the period 2013-2015. The explanation for this32

increase in investments is that hydroelectric generation meets approximately 70% of the33

country’s electricity demand. We will show that this alleged declining trend obtained from34

models does not correspond with observations.35

However, not only the impact is of magnitude, but the scientific problem of such36

prediction is also very complex, climate models are not necessarily accurate concerning37

tropical precipitation. The focus of this work is the impact of climate change on precip-38

itation. However, global change impacts many more aspects such as temperature, sea39

level, coastal erosion, páramo ecosystem loss, vector-borne diseases, biodiversity, agri-40

culture, and others.41

In addition to the complexity of rainfall fields and tropical climate in the rough to-42

pography derived by the Andes cordillera, rainfall records in Colombia are generally scarce,43

both because of their quality, missing data, length of the records, and spatial coverage.44

Therefore, it is a unique challenge for Hydrology to predict the impact of climate change45

over Colombia rainfall on spatial and temporal scales that are suitable for critical ap-46

plications. Among those applications, one can mention two very crucial, planning for the47

sustainable development of the territory and its hydraulic resources, and disaster pre-48

vention. Among the critical theoretical questions, one can mention the need for a bet-49

ter knowledge of the influence of global warming on macro-climatic phenomena like El50

Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO). In turn, a better understanding may allow better51

predictions. Toward that broader problem, this paper focuses on observations analysis,52

a necessary first step. We first present a brief review of previous work, followed by a de-53

scription of the data and the methods. The remaining of the paper presents and discusses54

the results.55
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2 Previous work56

This short review has two parts. First, we present the main results of previous stud-57

ies about climate change impact on Colombian rainfall trends. Then we briefly show the58

general context of how global warming impacts precipitation.59

2.1 Colombian rainfall trends60

Various works describe the climatology of the precipitation in Colombia (Snow, 1976;61

Oster, 1979; Eslava, 1993; Mesa et al., 1997; Mej́ıa et al., 1999; Urrea et al., 2019). The62

central control is the passage, twice a year, of the Inter-Tropical Convergence Zone that63

marks the rainy seasons of April-May and September-November in the Andes, and the64

seasons with the lowest rainfall in December-February and June-August. The spatial dis-65

tribution of precipitation is controled by the sources of humidity in the Caribbean, the66

Pacific, and the Amazon, by the topography and prevailing winds. Three low-level jets67

play a significant role, namely the Caribbean, Chocó and the along with the easter An-68

des South America jet. The inter-annual variability is controlled mainly by ENSO’s phe-69

nomenon in the tropical Pacific (Poveda & Mesa, 1997; Poveda et al., 2011).70

Several studies have found evidence of climate change in Colombia using various71

statistical techniques with different record lengths (Smith et al., 1996; Mesa et al., 1997;72

Quintana-Gomez, 1999; Vuille et al., 2003; Ochoa & Poveda, 2008; Pabón, 2009; Can-73

tor & Ochoa, 2011; Cantor, 2011; Carmona & Poveda, 2014; Hurtado & Mesa, 2015).74

In summary, these studies identify increasing mean and minimum temperature records75

in a significant number of stations. Besides, they find mixed trends in precipitation, with76

a similar percentage of stations for each trend and 20% without a statistically signifi-77

cant trend for the set of considered series of up to 40 years of records. For precipitation78

stations with longer records, the majority (63%) shows an increasing trend and only a79

16% decreasing trend. There is no clear geographical pattern in the areas with a par-80

ticular trend, except in the Pacific plain, which has the highest definite upward trend.81

The explanation for this Pacific trend may come by an increasing trend of the influence82

of moisture in the Pacific and the Chocó Jet. These conclusions coincide with the Colom-83

bian Meteorological Service (IDEAM) report, Mayorga et al. (2011), who analyzed 31084

rainfall stations with monthly records in the period 1970-2010 using the standardized85

method RCLIMDEX (Peterson, 2005). They found 71 % stations with increasing trend,86

22 % decreasing trend, and 7 % without a trend.87

The observed trends may be due to other causes besides increasing greenhouse gas88

global warming: deforestation and urbanization, among others, not to mention obser-89

vational issues. Concerning the impact of deforestation, Salazar (2011) estimates through90

a numerical experiment that a possible drastic future change in coverage in the Ama-91

zon area would bring about a reduction in precipitation in Colombia of an order of mag-92

nitude of 300 mm/year.93

The warming of the Colombian Andes has led to the complete extinction of eight94

tropical glaciers, and the six remaining snow-caps lose ice at accelerated rates (Rabatel95

et al., 2013). The páramos, unique and strategic ecosystems to supply water to several96

cities, including Bogotá and Medelĺın, are also in danger by warming and other anthro-97

pogenic activities (D. Ruiz et al., 2008).98

Mesa et al. (1997); Carmona and Poveda (2014) report that a large proportion of99

the river flow series in the Magdalena-Cauca basins have decreasing trends. Whereas,100

0 to 34% of the analyzed streamflow gauges show an increase. The positive regional trend101

for the Atrato and San Juan flows coincide with areas of significant increasing trends in102

precipitation. Besides precipitation, trends in river flows may come from evapotranspi-103

ration changes.104
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Hurtado and Mesa (2015) developed a reanalysis of the precipitation field in Colom-105

bia, comprising 384 fields of monthly precipitation in the period 1975-2006 at a spatial106

resolution of 5 minutes of arc. The reanalysis used records of 2270 rain gauges and var-107

ious satellite-derived products for the most recent period. Then using Empirical Orthog-108

onal Functions, Principal Component Analysis, and statistical tests, they looked for changes109

or trends. According to their results, the Mann - Whitney mean change test and the sim-110

ple t trend test indicate increasing precipitation trends mainly in the Pacific, Orinoco,111

and Amazon regions. In most of the Andean region, there are no changes or trends.112

J. F. Ruiz (2010) and Pabón (2005) analyze the results of the low-resolution global113

climate models (GCM’s) to conclude that “annual precipitation would be reduced in some114

regions and would increase in others”. The majority of IPCC models predict an increase115

of around ten % for precipitation over Colombia, except the northernmost zone. The gen-116

eral trends of the individual models or scenarios agree in sign, although the magnitudes117

vary. Using downscaling of GCM’s IDEAM-Colombia (2010) predicted decreasing trends118

that would imply a reduction of precipitation of 20% at the end of the century for many119

parts of the country. Later IDEAM-Colombia (2015), this prediction changed to increas-120

ing trends throughout most of the country except for the Caribbean region and the south-121

ernmost part of the Amazon region, where the prediction remained for a decreasing trend.122

Concerning higher time resolution extreme precipitation, Urán (2015) carried out123

an analysis of the scaling between precipitation and temperature limited by the Clausius-124

Clapeyron using 86 stations of precipitation and nine temperature stations over the An-125

tioquia region of Colombia, with 15 minutes resolution. He also used rain derived from126

TRMM data (Tropical Rainfall Measure Mission) with rainfall intensities every 3 hours.127

He found that for temporal scales larger than 12 hours, the trends are no longer signif-128

icant. For the finer temporal scales, trends become significant for extreme deciles of the129

distribution. He reports a close scaling due to the Clausius-Clapeyron relation limiting130

the intensification of precipitation following the ideas of O’gorman and Schneider (2009).131

2.2 Impact of global warming on precipitation132

In response to global warming, the hydrological cycle also changes. A warmer at-133

mosphere means more radiative cooling of the troposphere, which is a growing function134

of temperature. The highest infra-red radiation emission corresponds to the balance re-135

quired to compensate for the larger radiation absorbed. Changes in precipitation may136

occur depending on the extent to which water vapor changes in cloudiness or the absorp-137

tion of radiation offsets the necessary radiative cooling. Regionally, the winds determine138

where there is an increase or a decrease. If the winds change little, compared to the hu-139

midity they transport, the wet regions import more water, and there could be more rain,140

while the dry ones could be drier (Mitchell et al., 1987; Soden & Held, 2006; Wentz et141

al., 2007).142

Giorgi et al. (2011) introduce a new measure of hydroclimatic intensity (HY-INT),143

which integrates metrics of precipitation intensity and dry spell length. The responses144

of these two metrics to global warming are deeply interconnected. They found clear in-145

creasing trends of HY-INT in global and regional climate models. The increase in HY-146

INT could be due to an increase in precipitation intensity, dry spell length, or both, de-147

pending on the region. They also examined late-twentieth-century observations and con-148

cluded that they also exhibit dominant positive HY-INT trends, providing a hydrocli-149

matic signature of late-twentieth-century warming. Precipitation intensity increases be-150

cause of increased atmospheric water holding capacity. However, increases in mean pre-151

cipitation need increases in surface evaporation rates, which are lower than for atmospheric152

moisture. Global warming increases potential evaporation, which, if adequate moisture153

is available, may increase actual evapotranspiration in plants. Potentially, there is more154

drying, but in drought situations, part of any extra energy goes into increasing temper-155
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atures, thereby amplifying warming over dry land. This feedback reduces the number156

of wet days and an increase in dry spell length.157

3 Study area and data158

We analyzed precipitation data both from rain gauges and the CHIRPS database.159

The gauges are in 1706 sites in the whole territory of Colombia, 1062 in the Andes re-160

gion. The other sites are in the Amazon, the Caribbean, the Orinoco, and the Pacific161

regions (respectively 77, 398, 91, and 78 stations). Data comprise daily time series of rain-162

fall amounts. Since the method requires no missing data (Section 4) we trim the series163

to the shared period between 1981 and 2013. The main reason for choosing this period164

is the availability of data and the compromise for the objectives of having the longest165

possible record and the largest number of gauges covering the whole country. Figure 1166

shows the IDEAM’s rain gauge network. The network covers a range of elevations from167

sea level in the Caribbean and Pacific coasts to 4150 meters above sea level in the An-168

des. Notice also the low density of the gauge network in the Amazon and Orinoco re-169

gions.170

The Climate Hazards Group InfraRed Precipitation with Station data (CHIRPS)171

is a rainfall dataset at 0.05◦ resolution based on satellite imagery and in-situ station. The172

satellite data is infrared cold cloud duration. For Colombia, they used 3,380 stations.173

It is, therefore, a gridded rainfall field with daily time resolution. It covers the whole coun-174

try from 1981 to 2018 (Funk et al., 2015). In that paper, Funk et al. (2015) present a175

validation of all the dataset used against rain gauges observations in Colombia for the176

primary rainy season (September-November) for each year. They found a correlation be-177

tween CHIRPS and the average of 338 IDEAM stations of 0.97, and a mean absolute er-178

ror of 38 mm. Besides, the authors tested the performance of CHIRPS in Colombia in179

previous studies using further metrics and found satisfactory results (Urrea, 2017; Ur-180

rea et al., 2016). We fill the missing data in the gauge records with data from the CHIRPS181

dataset. A condition for this filling was that the percentage of missing days for any year182

did not exceed 30%. Otherwise, the whole year is missing. This decision to fill missing183

data is due to the small number of stations that would result if any missing day drops184

the whole year. Of the original IDEAM dataset, we dropped all the stations, with more185

than 50% missing data in the common period. Of the 1706 gauges, we filter out those186

having fewer than 30 years of complete record in the 33 years of the chosen period. The187

resulting base dataset has 909 rain gauges, but to test this filter criterion, we considered188

four other sensibility alternatives: the first sensibility dataset has 355 stations with no189

missing data in the whole record; the second sensibility dataset has 1345 stations with190

at least 25 years with no missing data; the third sensibility dataset has 1320 stations with191

at least 30 years of complete record in the chosen period but relaxing the condition for192

using CHIRPS data to fill any number of missing days; and finally, the fourth sensibil-193

ity dataset has 1629 stations with any number of full years in the period 1970-2014 and194

using the 30% criteria for filling voids using CHIRP data. These sensibility alternatives195

seek to cover both broader and stricter criteria. We will see that the main results remain196

for those four.197

Colombian climate is tropical, mean annual temperature is high, above 25◦C at sea198

level, the diurnal range of temperature exceeds the annual range, and the annual range199

is minimal, less than 5◦C (Snow, 1976). Precipitation is abundant compared to any other200

place in the world, mean annual 2830 mm over the whole country. There are places of201

the Pacific coast with perennial rain with mean annual totaling 12200 mm, the average202

over the region is 5010 mm. Over the Orinoco and Amazon basins in Colombia, the mean203

annual precipitation varies from 2000 to 7000 mm per year. The average is of the order204

of 1500 mm on the Caribbean coast, but to the north, there are places with near 300 mm/year.205

In the Andean region, the mean annual precipitation ranges from 1000 to 3000 mm/year.206
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Figure 1. The points mark the location of the IDEAM rain gauge network used in this work.

The bottom left graph shows the vertical distribution of the rain stations. The map also shows

the five natural regions of Colombia (IGAC, 1997).

See Supporting Information figures S1 to S7 for maps of the averages of annual precip-207

itation and the other variables considered in this study.208

Atmospheric moisture is transported toward Colombia by the trade winds from the209

Caribbean sea, from the Atlantic ocean through both Amazon and Orinoco basins that210

themselves contribute with recirculating moisture. Also, from the Pacific ocean, west-211

erly winds contribute to the massive convergence of moisture over Colombia. The mi-212

gration of the inter-tropical convergence zone and three low-level jet streams (Chocó, Caribbean,213

and South America) are part of the complex circulation that produces such high precip-214

itation (Poveda et al., 2014).215

4 Methods216

The following HY-INT indicator

HY-INT = INT×DSL (1)

evaluates the hydroclimatic intensity (Giorgi et al., 2011), where INT and DSL are mean217

intensity during wet days and mean dry spell length for each year in the record. In both218

cases, one works with scaled variables using the respective inter-annual mean as scale219

factor (Giorgi et al., 2011). Therefore the long-term average of both INT and DSL is 1.220

We also evaluate P’s trends, the total annual precipitation for each year, and WSL,221

mean wet spell length in each year. We counted the number of dry days and the num-222

ber of dry spells in each year. The number of wet days in a year is 365 minus the num-223

ber of dry days, and therefore trends in either one are opposite. Less obvious but also224

true is that the number of wet equals the number of dry runs in a year, or they may dif-225

fer by one, depending on the parity. For both reasons, we will only report trends of the226

corresponding dry variables. There are other relations between the variables that are worth227

remembering. Before scaling, INT equals P divided by the number of wet days; and DSL228

equals the number of dry days divided by the number of dry runs, similarly for WSL.229
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Recall that the scaling makes possible the comparison of trends across stations or pix-230

els with different average values.231

Also, to construct an extreme indicator of the hydrologic cycle generalizing (Giorgi232

et al., 2011) ideas, we computed the maximum daily intensity for each year (INTX) and233

the maximum dry spell length for each year (DSLX). Therefore, in addition to the av-234

erage of the corresponding variable for each year, we take the maximum. Their prod-235

uct gives the HYINTX indicator of the strength of the hydrologic cycle.236

For each year in the record, we computed each one of the variables mentioned above.237

Therefore for each gauge and pixel and each variable, we have a time series. We then238

proceed to evaluate the existence of trends in those time series for each gauge and pixel.239

4.1 Trend analysis240

We use the Mann-Kendall test (Mann, 1945; Kendall, 1955) for autocorrelated data241

(Hamed & Ramachandra-Rao, 1998) to evaluate the existence of trends in the time se-242

ries, and the Sen’s slope estimator (Sen, 1968) for calculating the magnitude of the trend.243

A summary of these techniques follows. See more details in the cited references.244

The Mann-Kendall test null hypothesis is that the data come from independent and
identically distributed random variables (iid), and hence no long-term trend exists. When
the data are iid, the statistic S

S =

n−1∑
i=1

n∑
j=i+1

sgn(xj − xi), (2)

has asymptotic normality with mean zero and variance

Var[S] =
n(n− 1)(2n+ 5)

18
− 1

18

m∑
j=1

tj(tj − 1)(2tj + 5). (3)

In Eq. 2, n is the sample size, xt is the value of the time series at time t, and sgn(xj−
xi) is defined by

sgn(xj − xi) =


1 if xj − xi > 0,

0 if xj − xi = 0,

−1 if xj − xi < 0.

(4)

The sum in the last term of Eq. 3 accounts for the reduction in variance due to the245

existence of tied ranks (Hamed, 2008). In Eq. 3, m is the number of groups of tied ranks246

and tj is the number of ranks in group j.247

The standardized test statistic Z is calculated by

Z =


S−1√
Var[S]

if S > 0,

0 if S = 0,
S+1√
Var[S]

if S < 0.

(5)

The null hypothesis of no trend is rejected if |Z| exceeds the value |Z1−α/2| of the stan-248

dard normal distribution for a given significance level α.249

The result of the Mann-Kendall test is sensitive to autocorrelation in the data. The
existence of positive autocorrelation increases the probability of false rejection. On the
other hand, negative autocorrelation increases the probability of false positive. This ef-
fect occurs because of a bias in the estimation of Var[S]. Hamed and Ramachandra-Rao
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(1998) suggested the empirical formula in Eq. 6 for calculating Var[S] in the presence
of autocorrelation.

Var[Sac] = Var[S]×

[
1 +

2

n(n− 1)(n− 2)

n−1∑
i=1

(n− i)(n− i− 1)(n− i− 2)ρs(i)

]
, (6)

where ρs(i) is the auto-correlation function of the ranks of the observations.250

Sen’s non-parametric method (Sen, 1968) estimates the long-term linear trend slope
of a time series as the median value of the slopes between all pairs of points in the se-
ries. For N = n · (n−1)/2 pairs of data in the series, the N slopes, Qi, are calculated
as shown in Eq. 7. The median of the Qs’s is the Sen’s slope estimator.

Qi =
xj − xk
j − k

, i = 1, 2, . . . N ; 1 ≤ j ≤ n− 1; j ≤ k ≤ n. (7)

4.2 The HY-INT trend251

Even though HY-INT is not a linear function of INT and DSL, the long-term trend252

slope of HY-INT is a function of the trend slopes of INT and DSL. Equivalently, one can253

estimate it from the time series of HY-INT. Taking the time derivative of Eq. 1 one gets254

dHY-INT

dt
= INT

dDSL

dt
+ DSL

dINT

dt
. (8)

And because all the variables are scaled, what one needs is the logarithmic deriva-
tive

1

HY-INT

dHY-INT

dt
=

1

DSL

dDSL

dt
+

1

INT

dINT

dt
. (9)

Therefore the temporal trend slopes satisfy

mHY−INT = mINT +mDSL. (10)

5 Results255

We begin presenting the results for the rain gauges. After that, we proceed with256

the CHIRPS database and then proceed to their comparison. In the figures and tables,257

we present simultaneously results for each variable for both data sets to facilitate the com-258

parison.259

Neglecting data autocorrelation in trend analysis increases the probability of er-260

ror in the Mann-Kendall test result (Kulkarni & von Storch, 1992; von Storch, 1995).261

We compared the results of the classic MK test and the MK test for autocorrelated data262

proposed by Hamed and Ramachandra-Rao (1998) in our 1629 series data set, and con-263

clude that ignoring the auto-correlation may lead to false trends of the order of 20% of264

the gauges, and false no trends in of the order of 10% of the gauges.265

Table S1 presents in each row the four elements of the confusion matrix for the Mann-266

Kendall test that does not take into account auto-correlation in comparison with the one267

that does. We take this last one as the correct method for the comparison. The largest268

error (from 18 to 25%) comes from false trends. However, there are also errors due to269

false no trends (from 11 to 15%). As a result, the accuracy (total number of hits) is be-270

tween 60 and 71%. Thus, the recommendation is to take the series’ autocorrelation into271

account to evaluate the significance of trends.272

We also considered the possible implication of the definition of the starting date273

of the year. Besides the calendar year, we considered a hydrology year starting on April274
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1st. The idea was that the end of the calendar year might split the most extended dry275

spell. Because the dry season usually starts in mid-December and ends in March in Colom-276

bia. However, as shown below, the dominant fact for the rain gauges significant trends277

is more wet days (70%), no longer dry season. In summary, results do not depend on the278

anthropic definition of the year.279

Figure S8 illustrates two of the 909 cases of the trend analysis. Notice the treat-280

ment of the missing years that may come for any missing day. For the Susacón gauge281

in the left part of the Figure, the trends in P, INT, and HY-INT are decreasing and sta-282

tistically significant. However, the trend in DSL is not. For La Ĺınea El Porvenir sta-283

tion on the right side of the Figure, DSL, INT, and HY-INT have significant positive trends,284

whereas P has an increasing non statistically significant trend.285

Table 1 summarizes the results of the trend analysis for the more relevant variables286

computed for the 909 rain gauges in the base dataset, and the 37012 pixels in CHIRPS287

dataset. The first observation is that only a minority of the rain gauges show significant288

trends for any of the variables. Among the variables, INT shows the largest percentage289

of significant trends, but only reaching 21% of the stations. The least percentage is for290

the variable DSLX with only 10%. Similarly, a small percentage of all the CHIRPS pix-291

els show significant trends for any of the variables. Again, for the intensity (INT), the292

percentage is one of the largest, reaching only around 25% of the pixels. The other is for293

the mean wet spell length (WSL), which has a similar percentage of significant pixels.294

The lowest percentage of significant pixels is for the maximum dry spell length (DSLX),295

with only 5%. Summarizing, the majority of the stations or pixels do not show signif-296

icant trends for any of the variables analyzed.297

Table 1. Basic statistical analysis for the base dataset (909 stations) and CHIRPS dataset

(37012 pixels covering Colombia) of the significant trends of the different variables using the

calendar year and taking into account autocorrelation: P: Total Annual Precipitation, INT: av-

eraged scaled intensity on wet days, DSL: averaged scaled dry run length; HYI-NT=INT× DSL;

N stands for number; WSL: averaged scaled length of wet runs; INTX: the maximum daily inten-

sity; DSLX: the maximum dry run length; HY-INTX=INTX× DSLX; and WSLX: The maximum

wet run length. Column symbols: % N Rej is the percentage of total stations or pixels for which

the null hypothesis of no trend was rejected; % Pos/Rej is the percentage of stations or pixels

with a significant positive trend.

Variable % Rej/T % Pos/Rej % Rej/T % Pos/Rej
Rain Gauges CHIRPS

P 13 79 10 76
INT 21 54 25 48
DSL 17 20 10 48
HY-INT 21 33 23 38
N Wet Days 18 80 20 32
WSL 19 74 25 22
N Wet Runs 15 66 13 94
INTX 10 62 13 40
DSLX 10 31 5 47
HYINTX 10 38 9 48
WSLX 14 74 18 16
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A second observation is that the extreme variables do not show a larger percent-298

age of significant trends in comparison with the corresponding average variables: For INTX,299

the percentage of rain gauges is 10, compared with 21 for INT. Similarly, for DSLX, the300

percentage is 10, in comparison with 17 for DSL. For HYINTX, the percentage is 10, whereas,301

for HY-INT, it is 21. The same picture applies to the CHIRPS data, where the percent-302

age of significant trends for the extreme variables is half the corresponding for average303

variables, except for WSLX, where the ratio is 14 to 19. Summarizing, statistical sig-304

nificant trends in extreme variables are less frequent than in average ones.305

The analysis of positive and negative trends is interesting among the stations or306

pixels with statistically significant trends. There is a majority of increasing trends both307

for rain gauges and CHIRPS pixels for P, annual precipitation, and for the number of308

wet and dry runs; with a closer agreement between datasets for P, and less agreement309

for the number of runs where the corresponding positive trend percentages are 63 and310

94. There is also accordance between rain gauges and CHIRPS for the majority of de-311

creasing trends for HY-INT, HYINTX, DSL, and DSLX, though, for the last three vari-312

ables, CHIRPS has a more ample majority. For the rest of the variables (INT, number313

of wet days, INTX, WSL, and WSLX), the prevalence is opposite between the two data314

sets. In all these last variables, the significant trends are positive for rain gauges and neg-315

ative for CHIRPS. This discrepancy may come from a problem in the CHIRPS dataset316

already identified: “The use of TMPA 3B42 training data (as opposed to rain-rain-gauge317

observations) may increase the intercept values, causing CHIRP to overestimate the num-318

ber of rainy days.” (Funk et al., 2015). Their reference is to the Tropical Rainfall Mea-319

suring Mission Multi-satellite Precipitation Analysis version 7, one of the input data for320

the CHIRPS algorithm. Another possible explanation may be the space coverture of the321

two datasets. There are very few rain gauges in the eastern part of the country, and CHIRPS,322

total coverture, shows a dipole in the trends of those variables. Figures in the support-323

ing information illustrate this dipole.324

Only 33% of the stations and 38% of the pixels with significant trends show pos-325

itive trends for HY-INT. Even though for one of its factors, INT, approximately half among326

the significant ones has positive trends (54% for stations and 48% for pixels). However,327

the explanation for the low percentage of significant HY-INT stations with positive trends328

is the sign of the trends in DSL (80% for stations and 52% for pixels have negative trends329

among significant DSL trends). Further insight comes from the histograms of the slopes330

of the trends in Figure S9. Therefore for Colombia’s humid climate HY-INT, the indi-331

cator proposed by Giorgi et al. (2011) to measure the strength of the hydrologic cycle332

only makes sense partially. There seems to be a tendency for INT to increase. However,333

dry spells are not increasing in length significantly, not even among the small number334

of stations with significant trends that, on the contrary, are getting shorter for the av-335

erage dry run and more so for the longest ones.336

Figure S10 allows further analysis of the result about HY-INT. Notice that almost337

all stations and pixels with positive trend slope for HY-INT have positive trend slopes338

for both INT and DSL. Conversely, almost all with negative trends for HY-INT have neg-339

ative trends for INT and DSL. Another interesting observation from the figure is the dif-340

ference in the dispersion of the points between the two data sets. Because CHIRPS data341

are pixels of finite size, there is significant smoothing compared with rain gauges that342

are point observations and therefore capture the natural irregularity of the rainfall field.343

Figure S11 shows the histograms of the trend slopes for the annual precipitation,344

the number of wet days, and the number of wet spells. Again, the majority of the sta-345

tions do not have significant trends. However, among the significant ones, there is a ma-346

jority of positive trends.347

Table S2 summarizes the sensibility analysis for the different alternatives consid-348

ered for selecting the rain gauges. The overall conclusion is that the main results are con-349
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Figure 2. Maps of the trend sign for HY-INT for rain gauge base data set (left) and of the

trend slope for CHIRPS data set (right). No significant trends are plotted in gray for rain gauges

and not plotted for CHIRPS.

sistent among the various datasets. The base dataset is in between the alternatives. Changes350

in the percentage of stations with significant statistical tests for all the variables are rel-351

atively small, less than 3 points in 20. For some variables, the percentage of increasing352

trends among the significant trends does change more. For instance, the differences are353

somewhat more significant for the variables DSL, the number of dry days, WSL, DSLX,354

HYINTX, and INT. In general, the fourth alternative is the one with more different per-355

centages, whereas the other three and the base dataset are close together. Recalling that356

that fourth alternative dataset consists of 1629 stations without consideration for the357

record length, one can disregard it, although it follows the general tendency of the re-358

sults.359

As expected from the small number of stations with significant trends, the space360

distribution does not seem to show any pattern. Maps in figures 2, 3, 4 and 5 show the361

trends in HY-INT, INT, DSL, and P. Nevertheless, the corresponding maps for the trends362

using CHIRPS dataset do show some space patterns, with increasing trends in the west-363

ern part of the country and decreasing on the eastern side. Except for P, that has more364

widespread positive trends, with some small spots with decreasing trends in the south365

of the Pacific region, the western Amazon region, and the northern Orinoco region (fig-366

ure 5). Figures S12 and S13 show the trends in the number of wet days, number of wet367

runs, the average length of wet runs, and the maximum length of wet runs. Trends for368

the number of wet days are decreasing in the west and increasing to the north and east.369

The number of wet runs increases almost everywhere except for some small spots to the370

south of the Andes. Average and maximum wet run-length decreases to the west with371

some weak, increasing trends to the east and north.372

Table S3 shows that though the percentage of stations (13) and pixels (10) with373

a significant trend is small, there is a majority of positive trends for total annual pre-374
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Figure 3. Maps of the trend sign for INT for rain gauge base data set (left) and of the trend

slope for CHIRPS data set (right). No significant trends are plotted in gray for rain gauges and

not plotted for CHIRPS.

cipitation overall (79% and 76%) and regionally. Even though the number of significant375

trend stations in the Pacific and Orinoco regions is minimal, and zero for the Amazon376

region, the CHIRPS dataset does have an ample number of pixels, with 80% positive trends377

for the Amazon region, 84% for the Andes, 97% for the Caribbean, 50% for the Orinoco378

and 76 for the Pacific region. These results accord with previous studies for the Pacific379

region. For the Caribbean region, the results show a trend in the opposite direction to380

the predictions of GCM’s (see section 2).381

The Pacific region exhibits some differences from the overall behavior of the coun-382

try. For HY-INT, the Percentages of the stations and pixels that show statistically sig-383

nificant trends go up to 37 and 31% for stations and CHIRPS pixels. Nevertheless, the384

percentage of increasing trends among the significant ones goes from 33 and 38% for the385

whole country to 43 and 100%. The corresponding figures for INT, go from 54 to 67%386

for stations and from 48 to 100% for pixels. For DSL, only 14 stations show a significant387

trend, and a mere two have positive trends. However, for CHIRPS, 551 pixels have a sig-388

nificant trend, and 99% of those are increasing trends. The percentage of increasing sig-389

nificant trends for the number of wet spells goes from 66 to 80 and from %94 to 100%.390

For the number of wet days, the percentage of significant positive trends is 32 and 0%,391

whereas overall is 58 and 32%. Together with the observation about total annual pre-392

cipitation, these changes indicate that the region tends to be more humid.393

For the Caribbean region, another significant finding besides the increasing trends394

in P mentioned above is that the significant trends for HY-INT and HY-INTX are mostly395

decreasing, something more evident in the CHIRPS database. This decreasing trends396

contrast with the Pacific and Andean regions and agree with the Amazon and Orinoco397

regions. This contrast between the western and eastern parts of the country seems to398

obey a space pattern.399
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Figure 4. Maps of the trend sign for DSL for rain gauge base data set (left) and of the trend

slope for CHIRPS data set (right). No significant trends are plotted in gray for rain gauges and

not plotted for CHIRPS.

The Andes region has a substantial number of stations in the country, and there-400

fore, each trend’s behavior is close to the country’s, except for the number of wet spells.401

For HY-INT, the predominant trend is increasing for the region, whereas the whole coun-402

try is decreasing, dominated by the large extension of the Caribbean, Amazon, and Orinoco403

regions. Both components of HY-INT, INT, and DSL show predominant increasing trends404

too. Whereas the wet days’ number decreases in the CHIRPS dataset for the region, the405

number of wet runs increases, with decreasing average and maximum length. The de-406

crease in the length of wet runs is consistent with both trends in the number of wet days407

(numerator decreasing) and the number of runs (denominator increasing). As mentioned408

above, the average dry spell length (DSL) increases for the CHIRPS dataset, whereas409

decreases for the rain gauges. Trends for the number of dry days also increases for CHIRPS410

and decreases for the stations. The number of dry runs increases for both datasets.411

For the Amazon and Orinoco regions, there are very few stations and even fewer412

significant ones. For that reason, we focus on the CHIRPS dataset results. The percent-413

age of pixels with significant trends is low, of the order of 10% for all the variables. Among414

the significant ones, trends for HY-INT, INT, and DSL decrease, the number of wet days415

and wet runs increases, and the length of wet runs slightly increases in some few spots.416

Among the significant trends for total annual precipitation for the Orinoco region, ap-417

proximately half increases in the south of the region, and the other half decreases in the418

north. For the Amazon region, 80% increases, and there is a small spot of decreasing trends419

to the west of the region.420

We also looked into the possible dependence of trend slopes on latitude, longitude,421

elevation, and seasonality of the annual regime of precipitation. However, there were not422

any pattern worth mentioning.423
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Figure 5. Maps of the trend sign for P for rain gauge base data set (left) and of the trend

slope for CHIRPS data set (right). No significant trends are plotted in gray for rain gauges and

not plotted for CHIRPS.

6 Discussion424

Our results about the trends in annual precipitation agree in some way with the425

previous studies reported in Section 2 that considered rain gauges: Increasing trends pre-426

vail over decreasing trends among the statistically significant ones. However, we found427

a large number of stations and pixels with no significant trends.428

The main result of this work is that neither the existing records of precipitation429

in the rain gauge network of Colombia nor the CHIRPS dataset shows a clear signal of430

statistically significant trends. Only approximately 20% of the gauges or pixels present431

significant trends. This observation is valid for all the variables we studied, even with432

a lower percentage of significant trends for some. Given the evidence of global climate433

change, this result claims for an explanation.434

The humid tropical climate of Colombia is probably a factor for the explanation435

for the scarceness of significant trends and the sign of the found trends. Stevens and Bony436

(2013) has argued that changes in precipitation need changes in global circulation. The437

sole increase in absolute moisture is insufficient to change the amount of precipitation,438

at least in an average sense. In that sense, there are no reports of changes in the trade439

winds or the low-level jets that bring moisture to Colombia, except for the Chocó jet.440

This intensification of the jet is consistent with the Pacific region showing a predomi-441

nant tendency to become wetter.442

The lack of a space pattern for the trends in the rain gauges dataset in the Andes443

is another striking evidence. This lack of patterns contrasts with the results coming from444

the CHIRPS data set. The irregularity of the precipitation field probably plays a role445

because rain gauges sample the field at points. In contrast, a CHIRPS pixel data cor-446

responds to a space average in a relatively large area (31 km2).447
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The issue of changes in ENSO due to climate change is a significant area of debate448

Kohyama and Hartmann (2017). Some argue that ENSO could become more frequent449

and intense with global warming, but others that it could become weaker or more located450

on central rather than eastern Pacific. The effect of canonical ENSO over Colombia is451

to produce dryer weather, but the effect of more central ENSO is less clear. Therefore452

the issue is very relevant to elucidate the effects of climate change over Colombian pre-453

cipitation. In that sense, our results seem to suggest that ENSO is not becoming more454

intense or frequent. The majority of significant trends for total annual precipitation are455

increasing for the Pacific region accords with the nonlinear ENSO warming suppression456

and possible strengthening of the Chocó jet.457

The East-West dipole in the CHIRPS observed trends for the HY-INT index, in-458

tensity, the number of wet days, and the length of wet runs suggest the existence of a459

climate change pattern that needs confirmation, and in case it is certain deserves inter-460

pretation. Changes in ENSO impact the West part of the country more directly, whereas461

the Eastern part is more related to the Atlantic and Amazon basin, where other processes462

may be developing, see for instance Lambert et al. (2017).463

Another result is about the HY-INT index of Giorgi et al. (2011) to quantify the464

intensity of the hydrologic cycle. For many parts of the globe, it may be true that rain-465

fall intensity and dry spell length are deeply interconnected. However, our results sug-466

gest that it is not the case for a humid tropical climate like Colombia’s. At least for the467

few gauges with significant trends, the two factors in the definition of HY-INT, rainfall468

intensity, and dry spell length do not necessarily go together. For instance, 54% (104 out469

of 191) of the station with significant INT trend have a positive trend; However, of those,470

45% have positive DSL trends. For the 21% of CHIRPS pixels with significant trends,471

62% have negative trends, mostly in the Caribbean and the eastern regions of Colom-472

bia, Amazonas, and the Orinoco. There, both INT and DSL have predominantly decreas-473

ing trends. The increasing trends are in the western part, Pacific and Andes regions, with474

both components, increasing. This observation points in the direction mentioned above475

about the dipole, the Western part of the country, with a more intense hydrological cy-476

cle.477

We wanted to complement HY-INT, the indicator of the intensity of the hydrologic478

cycle, by defining an extreme version, HYINTX, the product of the maximum daily rain-479

fall times the maximum dry spell length. For Colombia, this indicator did not give any480

good results. Even they were weaker than the original HY-INT indicator. One reason481

for this failure seems to be that dry spell length tends to decrease even though the max-482

imum intensity trend is positive.483

Notation484

P Total annual precipitation.485

Number of rainy days Number of days with precipitation larger than 1 mm.486

Number of dry days Number of days with precipitation less than 1 mm=365-Number487

of rainy days.488

Number of wet runs489

Number of dry runs490

INT Average intensity=P/Number of rainy days.491

DSL Dry Spell Length=Average length of dry runs=number of dry days/number of dry492

runs493

HY-INT =INT*DSL494

WSL Wet Spell Length=Average length of wet runs=number of wet days/number of495

wet runs496

INTX Maximun intensity=Maximum daily rain497
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DSLX Dry Spell Length=Maximum length of dry runs498

HYINTX =INT*DSL499

WSLX Wet Spell Length=Maximum length of wet runs500

Acronyms501

CHIRPS Precipitation dataset selected for the Colombian territory and whose acronym502

comes from Climate Hazards group Infra-Red Precipitation with Station data503

IDEAM Instituto de Estudios Ambientales504
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2. Tables S1 to S3

Introduction We analyzed precipitation data both from rain gauges and the CHIRPS

database. The gauges are in 1706 sites in the whole territory of Colombia from Colombian

Meteorological Service (IDEAM) rain gauge network. Data comprise daily time series of

rainfall amounts. We also used the Climate Hazards Group InfraRed Precipitation with

Station data (CHIRPS) (Funk et al., 2015).

Figure S1 presents a map of the mean annual precipitation over Colombia. Similar

maps for the averages of the other variables considered in this study are in figures S2

to S6. Figure S7 shows the histograms of the spatial distribution of the mean annual

precipitation and the mean annual number of rainy days.

Table S1 presents the confusion matrix that illustrates the need to consider the auto-

correlation of the series in estimating trends for the variables of this study.

Table S2 shows a sensibility analysis of the results obtained using the different filters of

the rain gauge data.

Table S3 presents a regional summary of the trends of the main variables studied.

Figure S8 shows examples of trend analysis for two stations. Figure S9 presents the

histograms of the HYINT, INT, and DSL trend slopes. Similarly, Figure S11 presents the

trend slope of the histograms of the total annual precipitation, the number of wet days

in the year, and the number of wet spells. Figure S10 shows a dispersion diagram of the

DSL trend slope vs. INT trend slope. Figures S12 and S13 present maps of the trend

slope for the number of wet days, the number of wet runs, the average length of wet runs,

and the maximum length of wet runs.
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Figure S1. Mean annual precipitation over the period 1981-2018 from CHIRPS database

(left). Mean annual number of rainy days over the same period (right).

Table S1. Confusion matrices for the evaluation method of the significance of the trends for

each of the indicated variables without taking into account auto-correlation. For the illustration,

the Mann-Kendall test with auto-correlation is considered the true one. The Table shows the

results for the fourth sensibility data set, but notice the similarity among all datasets.

Variable true trend false trend false no trend true no trend
R-R R-NR NR-R NR-NR

Number of gauges (Percentage of the total number of gauges)

P 45 (3%) 293 (18%) 180 (11%) 1111 (68%)
INT 116 (7%) 400 (25%) 245 (15%) 868 (53%)
DSL 62 (4%) 316 (19%) 184 (11%) 1067 (66%)
HY-INT 108 (7%) 393 (24%) 212 (13%) 916 (56%)
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Figure S2. Average hyint over the period 1981-2018 from CHIRPS database (left). Average

hyintx over the same period (right).

Table S2. Comparison of sensibility alternatives for data filtering. Percentage of stations

with a significant trend for each of the four sensibility data sets (%S1 to %S4) and percentage

of those with positive trends (%P1 to %P4). Variable symbols are the same as in Table 1.

Variable %S1 %S2 %S3 %S4 %P1 %P2 %P3 %P4

N Gauges 355 1345 1320 1629

P 12 13 14 14 80 81 82 73
INT 21 20 19 22 49 56 59 57
DSL 18 16 15 15 17 18 20 31
HY-INT 22 18 18 20 29 33 34 40
N Wet Days 18 17 17 17 74 81 80 71
WSL 20 19 17 18 83 75 74 64
N Wet Runs 17 15 14 14 66 64 62 58
INTX 11 9 10 9 68 62 64 57
DSLX 11 9 10 9 34 27 26 20
HYINTX 10 9 10 9 43 34 37 26
WSLX 17 14 14 14 77 74 71 64
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Figure S3. Mean average intensity over the period 1981-2018 from CHIRPS database (left).

Mean maximum intensity over the same period (right).
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Figure S4. Mean wet run length over the period 1981-2018 from CHIRPS database (left).

Mean maximum wet run length over the same period (right).
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Figure S5. Mean dry run length over the period 1981-2018 from CHIRPS database (left).

Mean maximum dry run length over the same period (right).
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Figure S6. Mean number of runs over the period 1981-2018 from CHIRPS database

Distribution of annual precipitation in Colombia
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Figure S7. Histograms of mean annual precipitation over the period 1981-2018 from CHIRPS

database (left) and mean annual number of rainy days over the same period (right).
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Table S3. Regional summary of the trends of the base rain gauges and CHIRPS datasets for

Total Annual Precipitation, HY-INT, INTX and HYINTX. Column symbols as in Table 1. The

number of stations and pixels for each region are: Amazon, 12 and 14006; Andes, 622 and 9741;

Caribbean, 207 and 3901; Orinoco, 30 and 6729; and Pacific, 38 and 2635 respectively

Rain Gauges CHIRPS
Region % Rej/T % Pos/Rej % Rej/T % Pos/Rej

Total Annual Precipitation

Amazon 0 -NaN 10 80
Andes 12 73 6 84
Caribbean 14 90 4 97
Orinoco 17 80 8 50
Pacific 24 100 28 76
Total 13 79 10 76

HY-INT

Amazon 25 0 12 0
Andes 20 30 31 79
Caribbean 21 36 40 4
Orinoco 17 60 22 0
Pacific 37 43 31 100
Total 21 33 23 38

INTX

Amazon 17 0 4 43
Andes 11 62 20 53
Caribbean 8 62 22 5
Orinoco 7 100 12 12
Pacific 8 67 17 100
Total 10 62 13 40

HYINTX

Amazon 8 0 5 17
Andes 10 38 13 71
Caribbean 6 58 12 26
Orinoco 7 100 6 3
Pacific 24 0 15 100
Total 10 38 9 48
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Figure S8. Two examples of trend analysis for (top to bottom) P, DSL, INT, and HY-INT for

two representative stations, left panel: Susacón in Boyacá, at 2550 masl, right panel: La Ĺınea

El Porvenir in Risaralda, at 1955 masl.
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Figure S9. Histograms of the HYINT (left), INT (center), and DSL (right) trend slopes of

the fourth alternative dataset. Non-significant trends (H0: Stationary hypothesis not rejected,

NR) in grey and significant trends in black (H0: Stationary hypothesis rejected, R). Results are

similar for other datasets.
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Figure S10. Dispersion diagram of the DSL trend slope vs. INT trend slope for all stations in

the base dataset (left) and all pixels in the chirps dataset (right) with significant HY-INT trend

slope. Notice that because of Eq 10, the trend slope of HY-INT is the sum of the trend slopes

of INT and DSL. This equation explains the slanted iso-lines for the HY-INT trend slope.
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Figure S11. Same as Figure S9 for the trend slope of the total annual precipitation (left), the

number of wet days in the year(center) and number of wet spells in the year (right).
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Figure S12. Maps of the trend slope for number of wet days (left) and the number of wet

runs (right) for CHIRPS data set. No significant trends are not plotted.
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Figure S13. Maps of the trend slope for average length of wet runs (left) and the maximum

length of wet runs (right) for CHIRPS data set. No significant trends are not plotted.
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